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When the police let you get away with murder, youre probably going to do it again.
Theres no way of knowing whether this is a good idea or not, but theres no way of

knowing it doesnt have to be a bad idea either. Kendrick Lamar is a great figure as an
MC, but he also has a great sense of humor and this song feels like that, too. Instead of

giving any deep social commentary, he just takes on a corrupt government, who he
claims would let a poor wretch like him get away with murder. He isnt self-rightous, he
doesns owe anyone anything, not even himself. Its not a manifesto, but its a statement

about life itself, and a great one at that. Stay woke, Kendrick Lamar. Chris Ochoa Its
taken almost a month for Vinyls two main sound designers, Leanne Rowe and Steve

Cash, to emerge from the stormy seas of Instagram. Tweets have been coming in, asking
if they could work on Brooklyn, among other missing songs, but it is only now that we

can say that theres actually been some progress in the studio. Crucially, though, theres a
lot more than its first videos showing. Album opener Offshore, written and sung by
Columbus, a woman who rarely releases solo material, is a ballad built around the
plangent notes of two lonesome voices. Alondra Nelson Hometown Detroit may be

tucking into a holiday from the heartache, but some of the citys most excitingly abrasive
rock has emerged recently. Kid Jesus, an eight-piece crew that hoovers up a punk pop
brew that would make Joel Plaskett proud, recorded and released the four-track EP The

Greatest Commandment in less than three days. Theres an emphasis on old-school,
cathartic hardcore, but the album offers welcome variety with acoustic guitars and

soaring synths and a more rhythm-minded sound than their previous work. Emerging in
to the sweltering night of summer, the debut EP perhaps best sums up The Greatest

Commandments dandy punk heart. Alex Frank
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